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Park, Baroga. “Forgiveness as nonviolence in Disgrace.” Studies in English Language & Literature

46.4 (2020): 39-58. To forgive others, we should deal with traumatic experiences and then freely choosing 

to stand up for ourselves, not being led by our perpetrators. To ask for forgiveness, we should prove to 

ourselves we’re guilty for the rest of our lives, showing our ultimate authenticity and truthful integrity, 

pleading for forgiveness. The daily practise of self-overcoming makes this happen, through Butler’s 

definition of nonviolence. By doing so, we’re been able to attain the realm of genuine forgiveness, 

potentially affecting other violent societies to be influenced by the principles of forgiveness. With the 

definition of J. Butler about nonviolence, daily practice of forgiveness is important even if it is hardly 

performed by self. (Chonbuk National University)
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I.

When we look back on the mid twentieth century, we see many atrocities having 

occurred both in South Africa and the U.S.A. In the 1960’s the Black Power 

movement emerged from Earlier historical roots in America, as did the black 

conscious movement in South Africa. In particular, the Apartheid nation witnessed 

various sized emergent civil events such as the Soweto uprising (1976), located near 

Johannesburg, the capital of South Africa. After this brutal massacre, the South 

African state government cracked down even further on Africans who revolted 
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against government misconduct and crimes. 

Meanwhile, South African author, J. M. Coetzee explored the topic via his ground 

breaking work, Age of Iron (1990). His book started during the Apartheid regime 

and ends with the its white Apartheid governmental collapse. Since then, he has kept 

working on the theme of cohabiting, and forgiveness between Africans and whites 

in; for example, Disgrace (1999). He also hypothesized how fully realized both 

black and white Africans  would possibly come to a better mutual understanding, 

but he knew the limits of their reconciliation. Historically, the country’s Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission (TRC) made white politicians confess to and admit their 

crimes, but things typically did not go well. 

To make it worse, after Mandela became the first black African president of 

South Africa, some natives were satisfied, since they still did not have land for 

themselves. All during this period there was friction between the white land owners 

and tenant farmers. Later, even though the atmosphere changed, there still was no 

sufficient land distribution. Author, Coetzee recognized the irony and critical issues 

at play between them. 

Actually, Disgrace’s original core issues, including human desires and their 

consequences, can be traced back to Coetzee’s first work, Dusklands (1974). The 

main problems created from Dusklands and At the Heart of the Country have slowly 

but firmly been seeking out their solutions: love in Age of Iron, and forgiveness in 

Disgrace. These two main themes, love and forgiveness, are neither trivial nor easy 

to penetrate. Thankfully, however, they have been well-structured in Coetzee’s two 

novels. The definition of nonviolence can be further supported by Judith Butler’s 

book, Giving An Account Of Oneself. In it, forgiveness as nonviolence becomes a 

daily routine worth noting. As with my other thesis, nonviolence can be interpreted 

as love, forgiveness, and hospitality. Meanwhile Willam R. Marty insists nonviolent 

methods always contradict themselves, leading ultimately violent subversion and a 

bloody aftermath. But Butler’s definition of nonviolence can change like this: living 

with the persistent challenge of ego centered mastery that our obligations to other 
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induce and require, comes from Nonviolence. J.A. Simmons critiques “Butler’s 

“account” of how we ought to reconceive ethics, responsibility, and identity.”(90)  

Here, he regards her notion of engaged responsibility, which calls for our response, 

and in doing so, performs the very act she advocates (90).

In this way nonviolence has led people to love hateful and unforgivable others, 

while forgiving those who are so often unbearable and mean. As Butler says in her 

book, others ask us to confront them with morals and responsibilities, even if we 

feel like avoiding or killing them. Disgrace is about forgiveness, yet it’s not easy to 

do. To forgive others or to be forgiven by others doesn’t always end the story. 

Coetzee’s definition of forgiveness includes: the method to forgive others, the 

perpetrators’ attitude and perspective change, the time to forgive others, the future of 

forgiveness, and the victim’s life after forgiving others. So true forgiveness, clearly, 

is not always that simple. 

Meanwhile, Dr. Jin Baek mentions the contemporary moralist Marianne Hopman 

who points out that affective sympathy can include sympathy pain, anger, and 

injustice based on sympathy, and a guilty conscience not acted out (qtd.in Baek 34). 

Ethics, meanwhile, has to be obtained by being added to these abilities of sympathy 

(qtd.in Baek 34). German Philosopher, Hegel told us to reconsider our beast-like 

desires as deadly misjudgements, wrong decisions and actions in his book, 

Phanomenologie des Geistes. Ironically, sympathy as sympathy pain might increase 

our desires because we’ve suppressed, and on the other hand, yearned for them so 

much inside of ourselves. Here, Coetzee suggests how his book’s protagonist David 

Lurie literally copes with his truly ugly desires, while his daughter, Lucy takes her 

position: humble as a dog—becoming, maybe humiliating like an old sick dog, and 

trying hard to pursue Butler’s definition of responsibilities toward Pollux: a brother 

of Petrus’s wife. 

Butler's approach to responsibility relates to the same idea in Marianne Dekoven’s 

paper, “Coetzee’s novel: Going to the Dogs in Disgrace.” Protagonist Lurie becomes 

a dogman to get away from his loud desires. From this perspective, he experiences 
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sympathy pains to the point of sensing ; the suffering of animals. Similarly, other 

papers dealing with the same theme discuss how Lurie changes when he works and 

takes good care of dogs as a dogman. In her paper, “Respect for the (animal) dead," 

Cloe Tylor, especially insists that a society could be very cruel if unable to feel the 

suffering of animals, but only uses them to achieve their ends (100). Violence is 

always directed toward something weak and unprotected; like helpless animals. 

David Lurie, after all, is empathetic, and stands up in opposition to violence against 

animals. 

He is self-forgetful against Christ Danta points out (733), while helping Bev 

Shaw at the animal shelter. He tries to live as a useless dog in the new South 

Africa. The living embodiment of a scapegoat itself, it still doesn’t help to suppress 

all his desires. This life is the one Butler tells us embodies the process of 

self-overcoming. Also, his daughter, Lucy tries to remain mindful of her peaceful 

and kind actions to others, even if she was brutally gang raped. She needs to take 

responsibility toward others, not rule over them, but being remain like a dog. 

Clearly, being forgiven by others, or forgiving others is a very difficult daily 

performance routine. In other words, persistently challenging ego-centric mastery of 

our required obligations to others ias not easily done, since breaking old bad habits 

comes from purely nonviolent lives. So, forgiveness as nonviolence and 

self-overcoming performance are thereby the exact same concept. By acknowledging 

it, we can further develop the concept of forgiveness as found in Coetzee’s novel, 

Disgrace. Also, Butler's suggestion of responsibility works well in Disgrace because 

of Lucy. Her sacrifice through forgiveness is also quite close to Levinas' concept of 

responsibility, the very theme Butler focuses on in her book, Giving An Account of 

Oneself. 
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II.

Coetzee’s first book, Dusklands showcases the life of an explorer and colonizer 

Jacobus Coetzee. Awful and cruel, he abused and killed countless Namaquan 

Hottentots. Driven by his desires to conquer lands where he could have more cows 

through unfair trade, and hunt more elephants for their ivories. Still, he believed he 

could make them more civilized and cultivated by punishing, and even killing them. 

Explorers, colonizers, and frontiers men of the era commonly held the same desires 

to acquire better land deals, and animals. Their appetites were endless. Based on 

Lacan’s definition of desires, colonizers pursued them with their desires never 

satisfied because the only lands they could have were barren and infertile. In other 

words, there was a big difference between their ideal colony and its reality. Still 

Euro drove themselves to every single patch of South African land to look for 

thpe’s foreign invaders either path and place to trade or hunt down. As with Spain’s 

gold fever, and the mythical quest for Eldorado, until they found it, they would not 

relent. 

Coetzee meanwhile has not been the only academic to illustrate the brutal atrocity 

of colonizers during this time. Similarly, Eunchull Wang, connected the dots 

between two earlier novels, Duskland, At the Heart Of A Country, and the later 

novel Disgrace. In Dusklands we witness the  brutally colonizing pacification of 

Bushmen and Hottentots. Since violent subversion was not acceptable, we still see 

this bloody method sustaining itself in At the Heart Of A Country. But in Disgrace, 

Coetzee tries to demonstrate how vulnerable and weak white folk Lurie and Lucy 

were to face their challenges, while still firmly committed to their future with others. 

Especially, in At The Heart of A Country(ATHOAC) and Disgrace, Coetzee 

respectively highlights the similarities between Magda and Lucy, two rape victims 

who suffered from African subversion after their colonial patriarchal society 

collapsed.   

Magda was at an impasse, while Lucy fought to liberate herself from the 
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oppressive systems which South Africans were blindly used to. 

Coetzee considered a country in South Africa as an unstable place where colonialism 

had deeply scarred Africans for so many years and still makes people vulnerable in 

many ways, although in a manner neither which is romantic nor pastoral. (270: 

postscript)

In this way, whites had made Africans second citizens, leading them to feel most 

unsatisfied with their situations. The second chapter of Memmi’s book, 

Decolonization and the decolonized illustrates two extreme positions Africans have 

endured under the name of colonialism; assimilate and revolt. Neither way is 

guaranteed to lead them to desirable ends. Africans mostly chose to be assimilated 

by the white ruling elite, which turned out to be a major disaster throughout the 

course of colonial history. Also, in Fanon’s book and Ph D. dissertation, Peau 

Noire, Masques Blancs, he asserts that nonwhites hide their true identities and 

pretend to be like whites because they choose to be assimilated. Likewise, Chinua 

Achebe felt like becoming a white person, when he read Joseph Conrad’s book: 

Heart of Darkness; especially during the moment when Captain Mallow sails back 

to find Kurtz. Examples such as these clearly show us how much Africans suffer 

from identity problems. 

Nonwhite Soriya and Melanie were both living in South Africa, under these very 

circumstances. They were not genuinely cherished by their caucasian overlords. 

However, they were forced to love the white David Lurie. They obeyed his 

demands, and yielded to him because of Lurie’s money and authority. Moreover, 

Lurie used them for his sexual desire and satisfaction. In addition, he believed it to 

be a mutually beneficial relationship. Thinking it in fact to be a heartfelt 

relationship, he believed their love to be true. Otherwise, "Affection may not be 

love, but it is at least its cousin (2: ch. 1)." Interestingly, Lurie’s sex drive parallels 

the colonizers’ mind to conquer more land. He thinks “for a man of his age, 

fifty-two, divorced, he has, in his mind, solved the problem of sex rather well (1)”. 
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That’s what he wants to believe, contrary to what the real relationship actually 

entails. As he tells us, Soriya and Melanie are the same age as his daughter, and 

obey him because of his money and authority. Ultimately, their relationship is based 

upon their passive dependency on him. 

In reality, the relationship between Lurie and the two ladies is one of a master 

and his slaves. Far from a two way relationship, this is mostly just a one way street. 

While Lurie takes unfair profits from them, Soriya and Melanie are of a lower 

social status, so this limits their numbers of choices. Unstable and undesirable, the 

relationship is neither solid nor amiable. Especially, what Lurie does to Melanie is 

really a violent form of sexual harrassment, and an abusive kind of assault. It is 

actually quite analogous to what white politicians did to Africans. They abused their 

power, and didn’t fully take responsibility for what they did to them. Coinciding 

with Lurie’s careless attitude and false justifications, they insincerely confessed to 

their crimes, while merely posturing empty gestures, rather than offering any real 

heartfelt apology or regret. 

  These kinds of problems still happen all too often, even if the world itself is 

changing so fast. Violence still remains very much present. While its name, and 

kind may change, it has not yet been fully uprooted. That’s why dealing with 

violence is very meaningful. If we better understood the nature of violence, we 

would be more capable in helping to eradicate it. It’s been 25 years since Coetzee 

wrote his first novel, Dusklands. Clearly, not everyone has read his literary works 

nor taken their message to heart, since we still suffer from all too many forms of 

unnecessary violence. In the end, violence can be explored and analyzed as much as 

he suggests nonviolence offers a solution. 

Since his first novel was published in 1974, we still experience to all kinds of 

violence; maltreatment of immigrants, genocide, and border issues. Which country 

will accept immigrants without limiting their freedom? Why do some societies 

commit genocide? We hear all different violent stories, relating to dependency and 

submission.
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In addition, violence relates to the economy. Disgrace, for example, highlights the 

issue of land ownership in South Africa. The land colonized by frontier people such 

as the Boers and Afrikaners, originally belonged to the indigenous black Africans. 

Yet, since Mandela’s political take over, the land is still not black Africans’. Major 

conflicts remain between white owners and African tenant farmers. Black African 

farmers are quite desperate and frustrated with the situation. Some events, in fact, 

end up finding white land owners murdered. It’s a tragedy, either way. However 

returning the land back, and—becoming more economically stable—can make black 

African farmers more free and independent. 

In this context, Coetzee deals with the land issue between white land owner, 

Lucy and her African partner tenant, but soon to be free farmer Petrus. While the 

novel’s foreground was peaceful, but brutal black gang rape crimes totally change 

the story’s tone. It’s not about revenge, but about Butler’s responsibility in her 

relationality. As Rita Barnard points out, the fact that unexpected things happen and 

make people shocked and confused, but it’s about how Coetzee has to cope with the 

near South Africa coming future (223). 

III. 

Throughout the novel, we will witness David Lurie and Lucy’s strife and 

struggle. Readers will be very shocked over the two main figures’s misfortune: 

David’s firing at the university, and Lucy’s being gang raped after the notorious 

Apartheid system collapsed. South African readers would especially be more shocked 

to learn; a white woman is the rape victim, supposedly because of the land 

distribution issue. In their newspaper, they found some murder cases, making them 

quite terrified. In the middle of political and economical chaos, David Lurie, who 

lost his job and visited his daughter, Lucy, was attacked and partially burnt by three 

gang rapists. It was clearly a life threatening experience for him. As Kathryn 
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Lachman rightly contends (117) before this terrible event, his morals were lacking. 

After this, he slowly transformed himself into a sensitive man. 

Meanwhile, after Lucy was gang raped by three blacks, she wondered very much 

how she could carry on, how she could handle her pregnancy, how she could raise 

the baby, and the way she could better protect herself, while keeping her house and 

farm. Taking it as nothing personal, but rather something historical, she reflected 

upon the incident while paying the cost of her farm in Eastern Cape. Approaching 

it with a humble mind much beaten, like a dog, she responds to her father below. 

‘Yes, I agree, it is humiliating. But perhaps that is a good point to start from again. 

Perhaps that is what I must learn to accept. To start at ground level. With nothing. 

Not with nothing but. With nothing. No cards, no weapons, no property, no rights, no 

dignity.' 'Like a dog.' (205: ch. 22)

As South African newspapers go, some blacks clearly do commit murder, arson, 

rape, and robbery; believing violence to be a means of winning back their rights. As 

juridical cases, not payback, they are absurd wholely unjustificable action. Rather 

than providing any solutions, they create new conflicts and consequent problems. Of 

course, returning their lands to the Africans is ideal, especially at the moment 

apartheid ends. Documental disputes, power hegemony, and ignorance probably all 

together influence fair land distribution. That's because it is too hot to handle. 

Historically, Afrikaners fought against British colonials in the Boer war; and the 

battle over land ownership. Land is everything. Nobody wants to lose any, neither 

Africa’s whites nor blacks. But Lucy believes her land originally belonged to 

Africans, and she tries to come up with solutions in cohabiting and coexisting with 

them. Then she has to decide how much she should give up to them, trade with 

them, and compromise for her future. Her life is a well-off or well-made one, but 

always has to be a negotiable one against her will from now on. Maybe she has to 

live as a humble dog, learning how to deal with the worst situations; many of which 

are often against her will, yet serve to protect her land. Complaining is too 
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immature. Coping with the situation is more practical and realistic. She has to 

survive on the Eastern Cape. That's why her intent to become a dog is quite 

significant.

On the other hand, David Lurie reflects on his problems while he experiences the 

failure of writing an opera (Lachman 117). He was a self-centered person, as we 

already discovered when analyzing his sex scandal. But he has also changed since 

Lucy's gang rape incident occurred. No longer immature nor confident, characters in 

his opera transform into mature and regretful ones ; young Byron and Teresa 

become dead Byron and middle aged Teresa. Meanwhile, the originally fancy opera 

becomes a short and simple cantilena. Finally, Lurie can more easily communicate 

with, and feel connected to a limping dog by playing the banjo (Lachman 119). 

Also, since Lucy's gang rape, Lurie can't ignore any sentient beings' suffering. No 

longer under the hot sun without any shade, goats which are supposed to be 

slaughtered for Petrus's feast, Lurie tries to set free on the grass. Now he senses any 

minor violence in his daily life. Very sensitive and finely attuned, he can't ignore 

any even the slightest sign of violence. That's why he focuses on taking care of 

abandoned dogs and their death.

Chris Danta, Marian Decoven, Chloe Taylor, and Jay Johnstone all show an 

interest in the word, "dogman" in their papers. They all agree that Lurie starts to 

dramatically change himself after the gang rape. He has changed his attitude about 

what he did to Soriya and Melanie. His low moral also improves after he starts 

working at the animal center. While he doesn't become a saint, he gets to know how 

to better deal with his desires. He knows his desires are still there, and anytime, at 

any place, they could reemerge. Although they still can manipulate him anyway, he 

tries to develop his character; living more in accordance with self-sacrifice, 

self-abstinence, and self-overcoming. 

His viewpoints about women also slowly change. He is no longer self-defensive 

about the sexually-abusive relationship with Soriya and Melanie. After Lucy and her 

father work to recur from the rape ordeal, he even visits Melanie's family house. 
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But only Desiree answers the door. At this moment, he feels somewhat attracted to 

her, and notices his desire getting stronger. Yet, he recognizes the irony of the 

situation, and cries inside of himself:

She is eating a slice of cake, which she holds daintily between two fingers. There are 

crumbs on her upper lip. He has an urge to reach out, brush them off, [...] God save 

me, he thinks—what am I doing here? (164)

Still, his desires don't entirely disappear. As long as he lives, they will control him. 

Before Lucy became a rape victim, he never thought of himself as a sex offender. 

The relationship with Soriya is based strictly on money; buying and selling. As 

such, he considers it all simply part of standard monetary transactions. On the other 

hand, he believes the relationship with Melanie is a romantic one; that Lurie and she 

have actually fallen in love with one another. When he starts the relationship with 

Soriya and Melanie, he has to stop and think how they are much too young for him 

to love. Also, they are nonwhites. Thus, he demands their passivity and dependence 

in their relationship. To keep such a manipulative relationship running, he's unable 

to consider them independent individuals. He doesn't respect Soriya's privacy nor 

either Melanie's language usage or actions. Still while enjoying his control and 

manipulation of their relationship, Lurie underestimates them. such a highly unequal 

state of affairs is not justifiable. "An unjustified deed is one which by default denies 

the ably to become a better tool for the good (Lachman 125)" Therefore, he can't 

live up to the good. Plus, Tom Herron further suggests the meaningful process Lurie 

might follow in "Dogman: becoming a dog in Coetzee's novel, Disgrace."

What I’ve been calling David’s transmutation will not completely erase these habits of 

thoughts [,..] and what is mutable [...] Tolstoy’s Levin [...] I do not know what it is 

[...] But change David does. And the transmutation is precipitated, [...] by what Martin 

Buber calls “tiny episodes” of reciprocity and exchange with animals. (480)
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Lurie's becoming an animal metaphorically follows the path of his desires. Those 

changes of his explain the importance of transformation. In this context, we should 

rethink the novel's title, Disgrace. We first think of it as the state of losing grace. 

In the nire strictly religious context, it is God's present and love as heaven's work. 

Meanwhile, in the human world, grace is a privilege. In South Africa, it was an 

excusive whites’ only privilege. If they believe that privilege is taken away, they try 

to get it back. Throughout the procedure, they feel themselves frustrated, filled with 

self-doubt, and self-disgust. Such feelings are all self-negation. 

In Phänomenologie des Geistes, Hegel argues how the psychological opposite of 

self-abstinence is the state of self-negation. Here we might find ourselves obsessed 

with the reverse psychology through the self-negation, and feeling attracted by strong 

desires as much as we suppress them. In other words, at first we try to follow 

something important and meaningful. We might even have some ideas of religion in 

mind such as self-sacrifice and self-abstinence. When we deny ourselves, however, 

we want grace back more and more. In our thoughts, we can get to the state of 

grace by negating ourselves. But reverse psychological phenomenon pushes us away 

from our original plan, i.e. our beast-like desires show up against our will. 

Meanwhile, Lurie tries to remain committed in practicing forms of self-abnegating 

and self-abstinence. 

It is Lurie's tedious struggle that J. M. Coetzee once again describes and 

demonstrates in his novel, Disgrace. His thought, attitude, and actions have been 

slowly but meaningfully altered since Lucy's traumatic rape accident. His life change 

is too clichéd, too boring, and too common. But when he is stuck in his desires, he 

wrestles and struggles to free himself from them. He tries harder and harder to 

achieve total self-abstinence. Yet, the more he struggles, the more effort he makes to 

be forgiven. 
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IV.

As I mentioned earlier, the title, Disgrace can be interpreted as feeling dishonor, 

humiliation, or a fall from grace. In every Korean translation, we see the concept of 

Disgrace as defined by Kathryn Lachman: "Grace is not getting to a place, but a 

journey or process (120)." So only asking for an one time apology, or a formal and 

insincere confession are not meaningful at all. Apologies are worthless  so long as 

victims are still traumatized.

When we as a victim forgive others, timing is very important. If we forgive them 

earlier than they think appropriate, they might not consider their faults or crimes that 

serious. If we forgive them too late, they may have already moved on to their next 

crime or victim, or forget their misdeeds altogether. They might then also think 

we’re weak enough for them to ignore. Asking for forgiveness could even lead them 

to treating us as complete nobodies. On the contrary, asking for forgiveness as a 

perpetrator is the potential moment of atonement for their soul. But the perpetrator 

alone can't lead the whole process of being forgiven. They have to follow the 

victim’s lead. Nobody knows when the process is in its entirety finished. It could be 

a lifelong apology, or an ordeal with no end. Since the victim cannot free 

themselves from trauma, perpetrators might make their lives miserable. Even if the 

victim decided to forgive their assault, their psyche would long remain scarred. In 

this instance, asking for an apology is very selfish because the victim’s vulnerable 

only by the perpetrators’ continuing asking. Hence, Lurie abandons the limping dog, 

so as not to be agitated by his great and irresistable temptation in allowing him the 

chance to live. So, Lurie's abandonment is self-abstinence. Coetzee meanwhile wants 

to present Lurie's atonement as the real never ending apology; the state of 

self-abstinence, while striving and struggling to suppress his selfish impulsive 

desires.  

Since the rape incident, Lurie has felt guilty about what he did to his two 

victims: Soriya and Melanie. His attitude and thought changes are reflected in his 
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creative works. In both strictly operatic terms, and language usage, they become the 

simpler cantabile. He changes the characters’ situations and personalities: 

self-defensive to responsible, and immature to mature. Before the accident, he 

focused on Byron’s sex scandal, but now realizes one of life’s certainties : Teresa 

misses dead Byron. The earlier period of making fancy opera focusing on Byron’s 

sex scandal reflected his lack of morals. Later, he really enjoys a bit of ridiculous 

banjo music playing only to the limping dog, not to any formal opera audience. In 

the light of language usage, he belongs to the communications department, not 

English Literature. He senses a new language usage between him and an 

independent farmer, Petrus. As compared to before, there is no hierarchy in the new 

South African language system. In accordance with the Zeitgeist of the times, 

Lurie’s old-fashioned job, and language usage are becoming more regressive. 

Through these variables, and Lucy’s gang rape incident he’s been dramatically 

changed; irresponsible to responsible. 

Now he tries to live up to a new higher set of morals and ethics. By reducing 

his desires, he becomes more the living embodiment of reformation and change. 

Unable to totally erase his desires, he becomes more morally sensitive. As such the 

whole remaining balance of his life is neither smooth nor easy. On the road to 

redemption, it demonstrates how he’s making amends until his death, Marianne 

Dekoven stated how the journey of his life is "to live with nothing, not nothing but, 

but nothing, like a dog (871)." As Derek Attridge points out (110) he even tries "to 

accept disgrace as his state of being(172)." Meanwhile, Tom Herron notes that "In 

being close to animals, in looking after them (even when they are dead), in learning 

from them, and in dwelling amongst them, David’s capacity for sympathy is 

broadened to a remarkable degree(480)." In this way, Lurie's responsibility toward 

others significantly grows.

Meanwhile, Lurie’s daughter, Lucy accepts living in a country, yet another A 

gang rape statistic. Still, she’s neither a victim of hatred nor self-loathing. She wants 

to move on. Also, she decides to bear and raise her predators’ baby; something 
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which would be too burdensome for most. As Coetzee explains:

I am a woman, David. Do you think I hate children? 

Should I choose against the child because of who its father is? (198: ch. 22)

Following the gang rape incident, She didn’t take her morning after oval pill, nor 

get an abortion. Her decision puts Lurie into a deep state of shock. She says firmly 

to him, "I’m not a minor. I have a life of my own, just as important to me as yours 

is to you, and in my life I am the one who makes the decisions(198)." She informs 

him of her pregnancy. She was easy-going, but now becomes quite very strongly 

determined. She even forgives Pollux, who is one of the gang bangers. Her realistic 

and humane forgiveness demonstrates an example of nonviolence. It’s quite harsh for 

her to love her baby, but she becomes fully self-determined, wanting to be the 

strongest mother possible. She tries to be positive and realistic toward her future. 

She even decides to be Petrus’s wife, to protect her land She’s not his first but 

third. But for her and her baby’s safety, she has to choose him as her husband. 

Instead of charging Pollux of raping her, she follows a way of forgiving Pollux with 

take Butler’s responsibility; facing others could end up killing them but find some 

ethics to protect them against her desires and instinct. 

In Coetzee’s Disgrace, the two central characters, father and daughter could focus 

on revenge, but instead independently try and struggle to work out solutions to their 

problems on their own. Even thought he cares for it deeply, Lurie has to abandon 

his favorite dog whose quarter hindleg is crippled. Lucy, meanwhile, doesn’t seek 

revenge herself on Pollux right at the sight of him. Instead, she tries to become 

Petrus’ wife. Both Lurie and Lucy decide to make decisions, while wanting to start 

a new life. Nobody knows what will happen to them. They do, however, manage to 

make a fresh start. 
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V.

J. M. Coetzee's At the Heart of a Country shows his character, Magda, caught 

in an impasse, because of her self-contradiction. In Age of Iron, Mrs. Curren is 

similarly stuck in a harsh situation and also manages to cultivate more of an altruistic 

perspective. Both of Coetzee’s characters, Magda and Lucy experience the subversion 

of colonialism. Both of them are rape victims. They have to decide something 

important for their future. Magda regresses to dependency on the metaphorical 

patriarchy of her dead father, but Lucy wants to move on to the future of cohabiting 

and coexisting with others. Magda is locked between the patriarchal world and her 

unrestricted idealism, while Lucy can more freely choose what she wants do. Lucy 

makes up her mind to marry Petrus to solve the problems cast in front of her. 

Meanwhile Lurie wants to lynch Pollux. Lucy sees the bigger picture not to avenge 

her rape, but to forgive Pollux. Rape is a horrible occurrence, which affects women's 

lives forever. Lucy struggles to free herself from the traumatic memories. She knows 

how to cope with her life in an unjust country, at that in Eastern Cape. She 

realistically seeks to build a future life, and plans a new one. That’s the way she finds 

a peaceful solution by marrying Petrus. She doesn't need to seek revenge, nor sell her 

land to others. She decides out to find her true place as a white female farmer in new 

South Africa. While the endings are different, Professor Eunchull Wang points out the 

close connection between Coetzee’s two novels' At the Heart of A Country and 

Disgrace. 

Coetzee tries to stare at the history of violence, while other authors withdraw 

from it by focusing on the pastoral literature tradition. The result of it is At the 

Heart of A Country, which Disgrace follows from. At the Heart of A Country has 

already predicted Disgrace twenty years before it is published. (271) Another related 

issue we need to think about is subversion of colonial patriarchy. In both novels, 

social status and the economy completely collapsed. Land distribution and money 

problems immediately occur after the overthrow. Ironically, Magda and Lucy both 
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suffer from the economical problems. Also, both of them are raped. This could have 

happened to them because they are white accomplices in a white men's world. 

Thankfully, Lucy sees through the problem. That's why she is wise enough to 

become Petrus' wife instead of taking revenge on the gang rapists. Although she 

more realistically decides to marry Petrus, circumstances could have been harder. So 

her determination doesn't easily come about and her future will not be simple nor 

sweet. 

After the rape case, Lurie has fought against his immoral desires on a daily basis. 

Everyday is too much. Especially when he sees Melanie's younger sister, Desiree, he 

struggles to control his sexual desire. While he is vulnerable in terms of desires, he 

didn't see the relationship with Soriya and Melanie as an improper one. Rather, he 

viewed it a bit romantically. He never thought they would become victims to his 

desires. But since Lucy's rape, Lurie becomes a dogman who takes care of dogs, 

both living and dead. He even buys a truck full of dead dogs to take to the 

crematory. He stays there until he’s able to ensure the last dog doesn’t get stuck on 

the conveyer belt. Here, we see Deoven’s definition of ethical purity and body-souls 

fully on display via Lurie’s sympathetic gestures, attitudes, and deeds. 

After Lurie sees Melanie's play, he changes his opinion about her, and has a 

second chance to judge her after apologizing to her family. Originally he thought 

she was not enthusiastic in class nor talented in theater. This overlaps with the blind 

barbarian's experience in the novel, Waiting for the Barbarians. The magistrate 

underestimates the blind girl. He thought her language was slow and awkward and 

she was gloomy. But when he sends her off to the border, she is very active and 

speaks pretty well. She's full of energy and liveliness. Like the barbarian girl, so is 

Melanie. After he sees her as she is, Lurie gradually writes his written an opera in 

a different way. Instead of the flamboyant opera style, he tries to add middle-aged 

Teresa's regrets and loneliness to his cantilena. "Many readers have understood the 

opera's failure as an indication that Lurie has begun to confront the issues brought 

to the fore by his daughter's rape (Kathryn Lachman 117)." So the new style of 
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cantilena reflects his drama change of mind regarding women and their lives. 

Now here are a few closing thoughts. Through Lurie and Lucy's cases in 

Disgrace, we have moments to think about forgiveness. We also learn that the way 

to forgiveness is not easy to follow. Victims also need a lot of time to forgive 

perpetrators. During the process of apologizing to others, our desires easily ruin 

everything. Because they can turn out to be disasters right in the most important and 

critical moment. Forgiveness is the space of sympathy open only to victims and 

perpetrators. It is also open for their communication. Hereto, there is victims' 

sadness and traumatic experience. That's why victims should take the big step in 

accepting an apology and move on. Only begging for an apology and apologizing to 

someone in a formal manner is not sincere. It's not a real apology. It's fake. It might 

hurt victims' minds again. If victims show only gestures to make an apology, then 

that's not authentic, but pretending. With hearts in the space, there will be no truth 

there. So apologizing and being apologized to isn't easily done. Like Lurie, 

redemption must be sought from the bottom of one's heart. Like Lucy, the decisions 

must be strong and wise enough to survive one's trauma. 

This kind of position and attitude toward apology explains how forgiveness must 

be done. When we go back to Judith Butler's ethics, everyday performance of 

apologizing to victims and the responsibility of others is very important. Also, from 

continuous performance, arises nonviolence, and vice versa. So everyday 

self-overcoming performance becomes the truest form of nonviolence. Here, we need 

look no further than Lurie's profound self-abstinent actions and Lucy's peaceful but 

strong spirit. As living examples, they awaken us to the more purely authentic forms 

of apology and forgiveness. 
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